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This data tape contains demographic data and behavior questionnaire data
for persons 25 through,74 years of age examined in the second National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES II), conducted in 1976-1980
by the National Center for Health Statistics, U.S. Public Health Service.
ii
NCHS PUBLIC USE TAPES
Public use data tapes from the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS)
for all NHANES II components will be released as soon as the data have been
compiled and documented. NHANES II data tapes are available for purchase
from:
National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
. 5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161
(703) 487-4650
A list of NCHS public use data tapes that can be purchased from NTIS can be
obtained from:
Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Center Building, Room 1-57
3700 East-West Highway
Hyattsvi 11e, Maryl and 20782
(301 ) 436-8500
iii
USE OF NCHS DATA TAPES
The National Center for Health Statistics requests the cooperation of recipients of
data tapes in certain actions related to their use.
Any publication based on the data should acknowledge NCHS as the original
source. It should include a disclaimer which credits the authors for any
analyses, interpretations, or conclusions, and not NCHS, which is responsible
only for the data.
Users who mush to publish a technical description of the data should make a
- reasonable effort to insure that the description is consistent with that
published by NCHS. This does not mean, however, that NCHS will review such
descriptions.
NCHS would appreciate receiving reprints of journal articles or other publications
based upon findings from the NHANES II survey. Please send them to the address
below.
The data,tapes have been carefully edited. Some of the continuous data items have
extranely high or low values. It has been verified that the values appear that way
on the cmiginal interview documents; that is, it has been verified that the values
have not,resulted from incorrect keypunching. Within each data tape numerous
consistency checks have been performed. However, due to the large volume of data
collected in the survey, it is likely that a small number of errors or
discrepancies remain undetected. NCHS would like to be informed if any such errors
are detected so that errata sheets can be issued to previous purchasers and
corrections made to a new data tape, if appropriate. Please contact:
Division of Health Examination Statistics
National Center for Health Statistics
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1:. NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY (NHANES 11)




Description of Survey: NHANES 11 was one of a series of population based
surveys conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics to help
determine the health status of the Nation. Data were collected through
respc~nse to questionnaires on medical history, food consumption, and health-
related behavior. Data also were collected through direct medical examination.
The tape documented here contains demographic data and behavior questionnaire
data from the survey for persons 25 through 74 years of age. A detailed
description of the design, content, questionnaires, and operation of NIWNES 11
is provided in the following report: Plan and Operation of the Second National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, 1976-1980, DHHS Pub. No. (PHS) 81-
1317, Vital and Health Statistics Series 1, No. 15, Public Health Service,
available at cost from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. The stock number is 017-022-00752-5.
One copy is provided with the documentation herein, and a general summary of
the data collection techniques and content is given in the Appendix.
~let Population: NHANES II was conducted on a nationwide probability sample
of approximately 28,000 persons 6 months through 74 years of age from the
civilian, noninsti tutionalized population of the United States. The survey
started in February 1976 and was completed in February 1980. The NHANES II
sample was selected so that certain population groups thought to be at high
risk of malnutrition (persons w“th low incomes, preschool children, and the
elderly) were oversampled. Adjusted sampling weights were then computed for 76
age, sex, and race categories to inflate the sample in such a manner as to
clo:;ely reflect the estimated civilian, noninstituti onalized U.S. population 6




NHANES 11 uses a multistage sample designed to represent the civilian,
noninstitutionalized population of the United States, 6 months through
74 years of age. Since the sample is not a simple random one and
certain population groups were oversampled, it is necessary to
incorporate the person’s sample weight for proper analysis of the data.
The sample weight is a composite of the individual selection
probability, adjustments for nonresponse, and poststratification
adjustments.
.
NHANES II provides information on 20,322 individuals who were both
interviewed and examined, and on another 4,964 individuals who were
.
interviewed but not examined, in the age range 6 months through 74
years of age. In addition to the general examination components,
several more detailed examinations were performed on subsamples of the
population. Therefore, instead of there being one sample weight per
person, there are several sample weights for each person. For a person
not selected for a particular subsample, the associated subsample
weight is zero. When analyzing the special subsamples, the analyst
must be careful to select the appropriate sampling weight from the
weights found in tape locations 282-317. For a more complete
description of how the sample weights are calculated, see the detailed
note section of this documentation. This file contains data on all
10,450 examined persons 25 through 74years of age.
The NHANES II data were collected using a complex sample design
involving both clustering and stratification. Because of the complex
design and the ratio adjustments applied to the sample weights, the
direct application of standard statistical analysis methods for
variance estimation and hypothesis testing may be very misleading. The
modification of statistical analysis procedures to incorporate the
effects of complex survey designs is an important area of research;
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however, the current methodologies appropriate for the analysis of data from
such surveys have not been made readily available in the standard packaged
statistical software.
There are computer programs available which provide the capability of
variance estimation for complex sample designs. The balanced repeated
replication approach 1 is utilized in &REPERR &PSALMS to calculate the
variance-covariance matrix. Both routines are available within the OSIRIS IV
library.2 WRREGR3 and SUPERCARP4 are programs that calculate the variance-
covariance matrix using the linearization approach 5 (Taylor series
expansion). Another program, SESUDAAN,6 calculates variances and design
effects. SURREGR and SESUDAAN are special procedures for the SAS package,
which is available from SAS Institute, Box 8000, Carey, N.C., 27511.
In order to provide the user with the capability of estimating the complex
sample variances in the NHANES II data using the above procedures, Strata and
Pseudo Primary Sampling Unit (PSU) codes have been provided on all data tapes
in positions 324-326. These variables and the sample weights are necessary
for the calculation of variances.
Even though the overall number of examined persons in this survey is quite
large for statistical inference purposes, subclass analyses can lead to
estimators that are unstable, particularly estimates of variances.
Consequently, analyses of subclasses require that the user pay particular
attention to the coefficient of variation for the estimates of means,
proportions and totals. In addition, small sample sizes, or a small number
of PSU’S used in the variance calculations, may produce unstable estimates of
the variances using the above computer programs.
An NCHS publication discusses these issues and describes analytic strategies
for examining various hypotheses for the first National Health and Nutrition






11. BehaviorQuestiomaire, AGES 25-74YEARS
DESCRIPTION
This data tapecontainsdemographicdata






the forthcomingarrivalof an interviewer
frcanthe U.S. Bureauof the Census,was mailedto eachhouseholdthat
fell intothe WANES II probabilitysample. The interviewer
subsqently visitedthe householdto ascertainitscmpsition, select
the sampleperson(s),and administerdemographicand medicalhistory
questionnaires.-raphic informationrelatingto the household,the
housingunit,and each sampleperson6 through11 yearsof age was
obtain~ frcman availableand cmpetent householdrespndent. (In
contrast,the preferreilrespndent for the medicalinformationfor
persons12 through74 yearsof age was the actualsamplePersoniwith
proxyrespmse acceptedwhen the sample~rson was not available.)
BEHAVIORQUESTIONNAIREDATA COLLEK?HON
Tape usersare referredto NCHS publicationsof datacollectionmanuals,
part 15a (8)and the ccmpleteoperatiomlmanualforNHANESII (9).
..
-5-
111. TAPE CHARACTERISTICS AND DESCRIPTION
A. TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Title: Behavior Questionnaire, Ages 25-74 Years
Catalog Number: 5317
Data Set Name: HEHANES2.DU531701
Record Length: 450
‘Blocksize: 22,500
Number of Records: 10,450
Number of Reels: 1
Recclrding Mode: Fixed Block, EBCDIC
Channel: 9 Track
Created by: Division of Health Examination Statistics















If rural,askeddoes thisplacehave 10 acresor more?.......
If 10 acresor more, askedif in the past 12 nnnthsdid
. salesof farmproductsad live stcckamountto $50 or
mrxe?......................................................
If less than10 acres,askedif in the past 12 mxkhs did















Sex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Race . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






What was he/shedoingduringmost of the past 12 months?.....
What was he/shedoing?.......................................
Did he\shework at a job or businessat any time
duringthe past threennnths~...............................






































b. SamplePersonData (Cont.) Tape Positions
Did he/shework at any time lastweek or the week
beforenot countingwork aroundthe house?.................
Even thoughhe/shedid not work duringthattime,does
he/shehave a job or business?.............................
Was he/shelinkingfor work or on layofffrcm a job?.........
Which - linkingfor work or on layofffroma job?............
What kindof industryor businessis this?...................
What kindof work was he/shedoing~...........................
Was he/shein privateccmpanyor businessor workingfor
individualfor wages,salaryor carnnission?................




Ecwmany rmns are in this.....? Countthe kitchen,
but not the bathrccm.......................................
How many Mrmns are in this 3................................
M you havecmplete kitchenfacilitiesin your living
quarters,that is, a kitchensinkwith pipedwater,a
refrigeratorand a rangeor cmkstove? (Asked-y of
unrelatedhouseholdmembers.)..............................
Do you (have/haveaccessto) cmplete kitchenfacilities
in thishouse,that is, a kitchensinkwith’pipedwater,
a refrigeratorand a rangeor cookstove?.................’.
Ib ycu (have/haveaccessto) a rarqeor cmkstove?...........
Do you (have/haveaccessto) a refrigerator?.................
Do you (have/haveaccessto) a sinkwith pipedwater?........
1[stherepipedwater in thislmuse (theseliving
quarters)?..................................................
:[stherelmth hot and cold water?............................
Are thesekitchenfacilitiesusedby anyonenot
livingin thishousehold~...................................
What is themain typeof heatingsystemyou have?............
lb you have air conditioniq~.................................
Howmany motorvehiclesare owrd or rqilarly US*
for transportationby rmnbersof your family?..............
:[sany languageotherthanEnglishs~ken by family
memberslivinghere?.......................................
What language(s)?.............................................
Which of theseincomegroupsrepresentsyour total




























c. HouseholdData (Cont.) Tace positions
Duringthe past 12 months,how much moneydid





If yes, hcw much?............................................
Welfarepaymentsor other~blic assistance?.................
Unuseilposition...................● ..........*...............
If yes, how much~.............................................
UnemploymentCunpensationor workmen’scanpensation?.........
Unusd pxition..............................................
. If yes, how much?............................................
Governmentemployeepensionor privatepensions?.............
Unusedposition..............................................
If yes, how much?............................................
Dividends,interestor rente..,...............................
Unusedposition..............................................




If yes, hm much?............................................
Net incanefrana farm~.......................................
Unusedposition..............................................
If yes, how much?..........................................0.
Veteran’spayments?..........................................
Unusedposition..............................................




If yes, hm much?............................................
my other incane~....................................*........
Unusedposition..............................................
If yes, how much?............................................
Total amount.................................................
Check ItanB .................................................
Me you certifiedto participatein the fcxxd
stampprqram?.............................................
Are you buyingfmd stampsnow?..............................
What is themain reasonyou aren’tparticipating
in the program?............................................












































:IouseholdData (Cont.) Tape Positions
Are you receivingmnmdity feds now for your
family?.................................................... 182
W_Iyaren’tyou participatingin the program?................. 183
Date of exam................................................. 184-189
Age in years (atexamination)................................ 190-191
IJnusedpsitions............................................. 192-205







Age yearsat interview.................:...................... 247-248
IJnusedpsitions.......................................*..... 249-250
[lateof birth-ninth.......................................... 251-252
Date of birth-year................................● .c=..● .... 253-254
C7ed x. ......................................................... 255
Race......................................................... 256
In what Statewas he/sheborn?............................... 257-258





What was he/shedoingmost of the past 12 mnths~............. 265
What was he/shedoing~........................................ 266
Did he/shework at a job or businessduringthe past
threemnths~.........■ ..................................... 267
When he/shework was vmrking,did he/sheusuallyvmrk full
or part the? ............................................. 268
Did he/shemrk at any time lastweek beforenot
countingwork aroundthe house?.. ...................... 269
EWen thoughhe/shedid not wmk duringthat timedoes
he/shehave a job or business?............................. 270
Was he/shelinkingfor work or on layofffrcm a job?......... 271
Which- lcokingfor work or on layofffrom a job?............ 272
Type of industryor business................................. 273-275
What kind of work was he/shedoing?.......................... 276-278
Was he/shean employeeof a privatecmpany, business,
or individualfor wages,salaryor ccnmission?............. 279
Did he/sheever serve in the armd forcesof theU.S.?....... 280
When did he/sheserve?....................................... 281
-1o-










































C. USE OF SPECIAL TERMS
1
For demographic data, the term “blank but applicable,” is used
to indicate a data item that was to have a response for a sample
person but for which no usable data were provided. This includes
unanswered data fields, as well as those containing impossible
entries: i.e., out-of-range or inconsistent with other entries.
The term “blank” refers to data items where
not supposed to respond to the question.
.
the sample person was
The notation “see detailed note” is intended to refer the user to the
section Detailed Notes. In this section, a comprehensive description of
the field is given.
-12-
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HI. IAPL IJLSLKIPI lUN
1. DE~~APHIC DATA
-,------------------------- ------- --------- -----------------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES
-,------------------------------------------------------------
.
a. RESIDENCE DATA IN POSITIONS 001-034
- - - - ---- - - - - - -- - - -- -- --- - -- -- - - - - - -







. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pos, 011 SIZE OF p~cE (SEE DETAILED NOTE)
l=URBANIZED AREA WITH 3,000,000 OR t42RE..................
2=URBANIZED AREA 1,000,000 TO 2,999,999 ..................
3=URBANIZED AREA WITH 250,000 T0999,999 .................
4=URBANIZED AREA UNDER 250,000 ...........................
5=URBAN PLACE 25,000 OR MORE OUTSIDE URBANIZED AREA ......
6=URBAN PLACE 10,000-24,999 OUTSIDE URBANIZED AREA. ......
7=URBAN PLACE 2,500-9,999 OUTSIDE URBANIZED AREA. ........
8=RURAL ..................................................
pfyjo 012 gfjA-NoT sMsA (SEE DETAILED NOTE)
l=INSMSA, IN CENTRALCITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2=IN SMSA, NOTIN CENTRALCITY..... . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . .


















[)os. 013-023 UNUSED POSITIONS
-13-
------ ------ -------- ------ -------- ------ ------ ------- ------ --
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES








024 TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS (QUES. 7]
l=HOUSING UNIT ...........................................
2=OTHER UNIT .............................................
025 LAND USAGE (QUES. 9)
l=URBAN .................................................
-2=RURAL .................................................
026 IF RuRAL, ASKEO DOES THIS PLACE HAVE io ACRES




027 IF 10 ACRES OR MORE, ASKED IF IN THE PAST 12
MONTHS DID SALES OF FARM PRODUCTS AND LIVE STOCK






028 IF LESS THAN 10 ACRES, ASKED IF IN THE PAST 12
MONTHS DID SALES OF FARM PRODUCTS AND LIVE STOCK





030-031 TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD






































































------- ------- -------------- _______ ------ ------ ------ ------ -- -------
T)\PEPOSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
---------.,-_--------- ------- ___________ ------ ------- _______--- ------
POS. 049-050 UNUSED POSITIONS
POS. 051-052 DATE OF BIRTH-MONTH (QUES. 2)
01-li!MONTH ..............................................
88=BIANK. BwwPLIcABLE .................................

















057-C158 IN WHAT STATE WAS HE/SHE BORN? (QUES . 6)
(SEE DETAILED NOTE)
01-97 .........................................
88=B1,ANK, BUT APPLICABLE . .................
...........
..............
059 IS HE/SHE NOW MARRIED, WIDOWED, DIVORCED,





























------- ------ ------ ------- -------- -------- -------- ------- --- -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
------- ------------ ------- ------- -------------- ------ -------- -------
POS. 060-061 NATIONAL ORIGIN OR ANCESTRY (QuES . 8)








09=OTHER EUROPEAN, SUCH AS GERM4N,FRENCH, ENGLISH, IRISH. ..
10=BLACK, NEGRO OR AFRO-AMERICAN .........................
ll=AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN MOTIVE ....................
12=ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER SUCH AS CHINESE, JAPANESE,
KOREAN,PHILIPPINO,SAMOAN ..............................
13=ANOTHER GROUP NOT LISTED ..............................
88=BMNK. BmwPLIcABLE .................................
POS . 062-063 WHAT WAS THE HIGHEST GRADE OR YEAR OF SCHOOL
HE/SHE HAS EVER ATTENDED? (QUES. 9A)
00=NONE (REGARDLESS OF AGE) ..............................
21-28=ELEMENTARY GRADES (1-8) ............................
31-34=HIGH SCHOOL (1-4)..................................
41-45=COLLEGE (1-5+).....................................
88=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................






















8=BLANK. BwNPLIcABLE .................................. 228
BLANK .................................................... 97
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------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ---- ------ -
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
------ -------- ------- -------- ------ --------- ------ ---------- - ------ -
POS. 065 WHAT WAS HE/SHE DOING DURING MIST OF THE PAST
12 MONTHS? (QUES . 10A)
l=WOR.KING................................................ 5,522
2=KEE,PING HOUSE .......................................... 3,153
3=SONETH1NG ELSE ......................................... 1,736











6=LOOKING FOR WORK .......................................
7=UNABLE TO WORK .........................................
8=BlJiNK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
O=OTHER ..................................................
BLANk’.....................................................
067 DID HE/SHE WORK AT A JOB OR BUSINESS AT ANY TIME
DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS? (QUES. 10C)
l=YE$ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2=N0 .....................................................
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................
068 WHEN HE/SHE WAS WORKING, DID HE/SHE USUALLY WORK
FULL OR PART TIfvE? (QUES. 10D)
l=FULL TIME ..............................................
2=PART TIME ..............................................

















------- ------- ------- --------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ---
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES
------- ------------- -------------------- ------- -------------_









8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
“BLANK....................................................
070 EVEN THOUGH HE/SHE DID NOT WORK DURING THAT TIME ,
DOES HE/SHE HAVE A JOB OR BUSINESS? (QUES. llB)
l=YES ...........................................,........
2=N0 .....................................................
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK .......0...........................................,
071 WAS HE/SHE LOOKING FOR WORK OR ON LAYOFF FROM










8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................
073-075 WHAT KIND OF INDUSTRY OR BUSINESS IS THIS?
(QUES. 12B) (SEE DETAILED NOTE)
017-937 (LAST DIGIT 7,8,9) ...............................



























------ ------------ ------------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ - ------ -
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES






076-078 WHAT KIND OF WORK WAS HE/SHE DOING?
(QUES . 12C ) (SEE DETAILED NOTE)
001-985=OCCUPATION (LAST DIGIT O-6) ......................
000=BLANK, 13UT APPLICABLE ................................
BLANK ....................................................
‘07!3 WAS HE/SHE AN El@LOYEE OF A PRIVATE COMPANY,
BUSINESS, OR INDIVIDUAL FOR WAGES, SALARY, OR
COMMISSION? (QUES. 12E)
l=PRIVATE ................................................
2=A FEDERAL GOVT EMPLOYEE ................................
3=A STATE G(IVTEMPLOYEE .................................,
4=A LOCAL GOVT EMPLOYEE ..........................,.......
5“INCORPORATED-OWN .......................................
6=:SELFEMPLOYED (OR FARM) ...........................






C80 DID HE/SHE EVER SERVE IN THE ARtED FORCES OF THE
UNITED STATES? (QUES. 13A)
J.=YES ......................m.............................
;!=NO........................................
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE. ........
.............
.........................










8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................






























------- ------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ------ -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
------- ----.-- ------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ -







HOW MANY ROOMS ARE IN THIS. ..? COUNT THE KITCHEN,
BUT NOT THE BATHROOM. (QUES. 14A)
ROOMS ................................................ 9,852
OR MORE ROOMS ..................,..................... 598
HOW ti4NY BEDROOMS ARE IN THIS. ..? (QUES. 14B)
BEDROOMS - MORE THAN 7 BEDROOMS CODED AS 7........... 10,450
DO YOU HAVE COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES IN YOUR LIVING
QUARTERS, THAT IS, A KITCHEN SINK WITH PIPED WATER,
A REFRIGERATOR AND A RANGE OR COOKSTOVE? ASKED
ONLY OF UNRELATED HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS. (QUES. 14C )
l=YES .................................................... , 59
2=N0 .....................*............................... 54
BLANK ....#............................................... 10,337
POS. 094 DO YOU (HAVE/HAVE ACCESS TO] COMPLETE KITCHEN
FACILITIES IN THIS HOUSE, THAT IS, A KITHCEN SINK




8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 40
BLANK .................................................... 59
POS. 095 DO YOU (HAvE/HAVE ACCESS TO) A RANGE OR COOKSTOVE?
(QUES. 15B)
l=YES .................................................... 78
2=N0. ..,..................,.. ............................ 34





------- ------ ------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ---------- ---
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES









(HAVE/HAVE ACCESS TO) A REFRIGERATOR?
15B)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2!=N0.....................................................
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
EILANK....................................................




8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................




8=BIANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................
099 IS THERE BOTH HOT AND COLD WATER? (QUES. 15D)
l=YES ....................................................
2=N0 .....................................................
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................
BLANK ....................................................
100 ARE THESE KITCHEN FACILITIES USED BY ANYONE NOT
LIVING IN THIS HOUSEHOLD? (QUES. 15E)
l+YES ....................................................
2=NO......................................................

























-,------ --------- ---------- ------ ------ -------- ------ ------ --
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES
-,-------------------- -------- -------- ---------- -------------
POS. 101-102 WHAT IS THE MAIN TYPE OF HEATING SYSTEM
YOU HAVE? (QUES. 16)
ll=STEAM OR HOT WATER SYSTEM .............................
12=CENTRAL WARM AIR FURNACE WITH DUCTS TO INDIVIDUAL
RooM OR CENTRAL HEAT PUMP (FORcED AIR) ................
13=BUILT IN ELECTRIC UNITS (PERMANEtWLY INSTALLED IN.




14=FLOOR, WALL OR PIPELESS FURNACE .......................
15=CIRCULATING, RADIANT OR ROOM HEATERS, WITH FLUE OR
VENT, BURNING GAS, OIL OR KEROSENE ....................
16=CIRCULATING, RADIANT, OR ROOM HEATERS (NOT PORTABLE)
WITHOUT FLUE OR VENT BURNING GAS, OIL, OR KEROSENE ....
17=FIREPLACE OR STOVES BURNING COAL, WOOD, OR COKE .......
18=PORTABLE ROOM HEATERS OF ANY KIND .....................
19=SOME OTHER TYPE .......................................
20=NONE, UNIT IS NOT HEATED..............,.. .............
88=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .........,.......................
103 DO YOU HAVE AIR CONDITIONING? (QUES. 17)
l=YES, INDIVIDUAL ROOM UNIT ..............................
2=YES, CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING ..........................
3=N0 .........................................,...........
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
104 HOW b14NYMOTOR VEHICLES ARE OWNED OR REGULARLY
USED FOR TRANSPORTATION BY MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY?
(QUES. 18)
O=NONE ...................................................
1-8 VEHICLES (MORE THAN 8CODEDAS8) ...............1...
9=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
105 IS ANY LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH FREQUENTLY
SPOKEN BY FAMILY MEMBERS LIVING HERE? (QUES. 19A)
l=YES....................................................
2=NO.....................................................



























------- ------- ------ ------- ------ ------- -------- ------ ------ -------
TAPEPOSITION,ITEMDESCRIPTION,AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
------- ----------------------- ----------------- ------ -_---- --- ------








7=OTHER LANGUAGE ......................................... 2%
f3=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
9=NOT APPLICABLE ......................................... 9,4:;
POS . 107-108 WHICH OF THESE INCOME GROUPS REPRESENTS YOUR
TOTAL COfflINED FAMILY INCOME FORTHE PAST12
MONTHS? (QUES. 20) (SEE DETAILED NOTE)



















POS. 109-112DURINGTHE PAST 12 MONTHS, HOW MUCH MONEYDID
YOU AND ALL FEMBERS OF YOURFAMILYRECEIVEIN






------ ------- ----------- -------- ------ ------ ------- ------ ---







113 SOCIAL SECURITY OR RAILROAD RETIREMENT?
(QUES. 22A)
I= YES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2=N0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




115-118 IF YES, HOW MUCH?
0038-6828=AMOUNT .........................................
8888=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE. ..............................
BLANK ....................................................




8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ......,...........................
BLANK ....................................................
120 UNUSED POSITION
121-124 IF YES, HOW MUCH?
0012-6800=AMOUNT .........................................
8888=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE. .,............................
BLANK. ...................................................
POS. 125 UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION OR WORKMEN’S























8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 366
BLANK .................................................... 7,722
-.
----,. - -------- ------ ---------- -------- ------ ------ ------ ---- -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES
------ ------ ------ ------- ------ ------- ----- ------ ------ ------
POS. 127-130 IF YES, HOW MUCH?
0015-5640=AMOUNT .........................................
8888=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ...............................
-BLANK ....................................................
















POS ) 132 UNUSED POSITION




POS. 137 DIVIDENDS, INTEREST, OR RENT? (QUES. 22E)
l=YES ....................................................
2=N0 .....................................................
8=BLANK, BUT MPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................
POS. 138 UNUSED POSITION









8888=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ............................... 408
BLANK .................................................... 9,706
-26-
------- ------ ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ -
,
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
-------- ----------- ---------------- ------- ------ -------------- ------
POS. 143 NET INCOME FROM THEIR OWN NONFARM BUSINESS,





8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 3;;
%LANK .................................................... 7,722
POIS. 144 UNUSED POSITION
POS. 145-148 IF YES, HOW MUCH?
0090-6500=AMOIJNT......................................... 101
8888=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ............................... 395
BLANK .................................................... 9,954




8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 3;:
BLANK .................................................... 7,722
PO!S. 150 UNUSED POSITION
POS . 151-154 IF YES, HOW MUCH?
0000-6500=AMOUNT. ........................................ 94
8888=BLANK .Bw Applicable ............................... 394
BLANK .................................................... 9,962
P05 . 155 VETERAN’ S PAYMENTS? (QUES. 22H)
l=YES. ................................................... 187
z=~o’..................................................... 2,171





------ ---------- -------- ------ ------- -_---- ------ ------ ----- -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS








157-160 IF YES, HOW MUCH?
0060-4116=AMOIJNT.........................................
8:388=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE. ..............................
BLANK .....................................................
1,61 ALIPt3NY, CHILD SUPPORT, OR CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
PERSONS NOT LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD? (QUES. 221)
:l=YES....................................................
2=N0 .....................................................
8=BIANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................
162 UNUSED POSITION
163-166 IF YES, HOW MUCH?
0020-6900=ANKNJNT.........................................
8888=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE. ..............................
BLANK ....................................................











8=BLANK. BwNPLIcABLE .................................. 371
BLANK .................................................... 7,722
POS . 168 UNUSED POSITION
“ PO!5. 169-172 IF YES, HOW MUCH?
0003-6403=AMOUNT .........................................
8888=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE..,..,.. ....................... 3%
BLANK .................................................... 9,975
-28-
------ ------- ------- ------- ------ -------- ------ ------ ------- -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
------ ------------- ------------- --------------—---- ----------- ------
~osm 173-176 TOTAL AMOUNT (QuEsm 21 & 22)
0001-6988=AMOUNT ......................................... 2,107
8888=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ............................... 621
BLANK .................................................... 7,722
POS. -177 CHECK ITEM B
2=FOOD STAMPS AVAILABLE .................................. 10,327
4=BOTHFOO0 STAMPS AND COMP13DITIES....................... 123
POS. 178 ARE YOU CERTIFIED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE FOOD
STAMP PROGRAM? (QUES . 23A)
l=YES ....................................................
2=N0 ...........................,.........................
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
9=DON ‘T KNOW .............................................




8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................
POS, 180 WHAT IS THE MAIN REASON YOU AREN’T PARTICIPATING
IN THE PROGRAM? (QUES . 23C )
l=NO NEED ................................................




















------ ------ ------ --------- ---------- _____ -------- ---------- -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES









9=D0 NOT KNOW ............................................
●BLANK ....................................................
182 ARE YOU RECEIVING COMMODITY FOODS NOW, FOR YOUR
FAMILY? (QUES. 24BI
l=YES,REGULARLY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2=YES, OCCASIONALLY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3=N0
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLANK
. . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .







8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
4= OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLANK ....................................................


















POS. 186-187 CONTROL RECORD - DATE OF EXAM DAY
01-31 .................................................... 10,450
POS. 188-189 CONTROL RECORD - DATE OF EXAM YEAR
76-80 .................................................... 10,450
-30-
------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ---- -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES
-------- ------- ------ ------- --------- ------- ------ ------- ------
P’OS.190-191 AGE IN YEARS (AT EXAMINATION)
25-74 YEARS ............................................*.
POS. 192-205 UNUSED POSITIONS
POS. ”206 RACE SEX RECODE FOR SAMPLE PERSON
(SEE DETAILED NOTE FOR POS. 056)
l=MALE, WHITE ............................................
Z=MALE, BLACK ............................................





































210-212 POVERTY INDEX [X.XX) (SEE DETAILED NOTE)





—-—- —---—--.----——— ---——- ——-— --—- —— -——— -—-_-—
TAPE H3SITION,ITEMDESCRIPTION,AND CODES CONTROL
—- ——— —--— —-——-— -——— — -----—-—-—--—- —— ---
d. HEAD OF HOUSEHOLDDATA IN POSITIONS247-281
F@. 247-248 AGE YEARSAT INIEKUEW (CUES.3)
25-74YEARS (1OOORMXECODEDAS 99).................... 10,450
.
POS. 249-250 UNUSEDPOSITI~S
POS. 251-252 DNTE OF BIRTH+40NI’H(QUES.2)
01-12mNI’H.............................................. 10,435
88=BLA.NK,BUT APPLICABLE................................. 15
R2S. 253-254 DM!E!OF BIKI’H-YEAR
00-99 YEAR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,450
88=BLANK,BUl?APPLICABLE................................. 0
~. 255 SEX ((YES.4)
l=MALE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...* 8,540
2=Fml?ulE................................................. 1,910





POS. 257-258 IN WHATSTATE WAS HE/SHE BORN? (QUES. 6)




------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ----- ----- ------ ------ --- -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
------ ------------------------------- ----------------_------- -------
P(DS.259 IS HE/SHE NOW MARRIED, WIDOWED, DIVORCED, SEPARATED,






6=NEVER MARRIED .......................................... 614
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 23
P().S. 260-261 NATIONAL ORIGINOR ANCESTRY? [QUES. 8)






07=PUERT0 RICAN .......................................... 79
08=OTHER SPANISH ......................................... 39
09=OTHER EUROPEAN, SUCH AS GERMAN,FRENCH, ENGLISH, IRMH... 7,829
IO=BLACK, NEGRO OR AFRO-AMERICAN ......................... 1,120
ll=AMERICAN INDIANOR ALASKANNATIVE,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
12=ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER SUCH AS CHINESE,JAPANESE,
KOREAN,PHILIPPINO ,.................................... 160
13=ANOTHER GROUP NOT LISTED. ............................. 513
88=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ................................. 228
POS. 262-263 WHAT WAS THE HIGHEST GRADE OR YEAR OF SCHOOL
HE/SHE HAS EVER ATTENDED (QUES. 9A)
OO=NONE (REGARDLESS OF AGE)...........................,.. 90
21-28=ELEMENTARY GRADES (1-8) ............................ 2,576
31-34=HIGH SCHOOL (1-4).................................. 4,712
41-45=COLLEGE (1-5+] ..................................... 2,97Q
88=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE..,.. ............................ 102
POS. 264 DID HE/SHE FINISH THE GRADE YEAR? (QUES. 9B)
I=YES.............,.. .................................... 73925
2=NO..................................................... 2,210
$=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 225
BLANK .............,..,................................... 90
-33-
------ -------- -------------- ----------- ------ _______ -------- -------
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
------------- ------------ ------- ------------- ________ -------- ------ -
POS. 265 WHAT WAS HE/SHE DOING MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
(QUES. 10A)
l=MORKING ................................................ 6,732
2=KEEPING HOUSE .......................................... 1,003
3=SOMETHING ELSE ......................................... 2,683
.8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 32
BLANK .................................................... 0








6=LOOKING FOR WORK .......................................
7=UNABLE TO WORK .........................................













POS. 267 DID HE/SHE WORK AT A JOB OR BUSINESS DURING THE
PAST THREE MONTHS? (QUES. 10C)
l=YES .................................................... 331
2=N0 ..................................................... 3,355
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 32
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,732
POS. 268 WHEN HE/SHE WAS WORKING, DID HE/SHE USUALLY WORK
FULL OR PART TIME? (QUES. 10D)
l=FULL TIME .............................................. 6,312
2=PART TIME .............................................. 751
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 32
BLANK .................................................... 3,355
-34-
------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ------ ------- - -------
TAPE POSITION , ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES
-------- ------------- -------- -------- ------- ------- ----------
POS. 269 DID HE/SHE 140RKAT ANYTIhE LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK










270 EVEN THOUGH HE/SHE DID NOT MORK DURING THAT TIME





8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ...................................................
271 WAS HE/SHE LOOKING FOR WORK OR ON LAYOFF FROM
A JOB? (QUES. llC)
l=YES ...................................,................
2=-NO ....................................................
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................





8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ..................................
BLANK ....................................................
273-275 WHAT KIND OF INDUSTRY OR BUSINESS IS THIS?
(QUES. 12B) (SEE DETAILED NOTE)
017.998(LAST DIGIT 7.8.9 )...............................

























------ ------ -------- ------ ______ --------------- ----- _______ - ------ -
TAPE POSITION , ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS
------ ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- _______ ------ ----- ------
POS. 276-278 WHAT KIND OF WORK WAS HE/SHE DOING? (QUES. 12C )
(SEE DETAILED NOTE)
001-992=OCCUPATION (LAST DIGIT 0-6) ...................... 7026
000=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE ................................
BLANK ..................................,................. 3,3X
POS .’279 WAS HE/SHE AN EMPLOYEE OF A PRIVATE COMPANY,
BUSINESS, OR INDIVIDUAL FOR WAGES, SALARY, OR
COt@lISSION? (QUES. 12E)
l=PRIVATE ....................................,...........
2=A FEDERAL GOVT EMPLOYEE ................................
3=A STATE GOVT EMPLOYEE ..................................
4=A LOCAL GOVT EMPLOYEE ..................................
5=INCORPORATED-OWN .....................................*.
6=SELF-EMPLOYED (OR FARM) ................................
7=WORKING WITHOUT PAY IN FAMILY BUSINESS OR FARM . . . . . . . . .
8=NEVER WORKED ...........................................











POS . 280 DID HE/SHE EVER SERVE IN THE ARtED FORCES OF THE
UNITED STATES? (QUES. 13A)
l=YES .................................................... 3,801
2=N0 ..................................................... 6,536
8=BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE .................................. 113
BLANK .................................................... 0
POS. 281 WHEN DID HE/SHE SERVE? (QUES. 13B)
l=VIETNAM ................................................ 797
2=KOREAN WAR ............................................. 548
3=WORLD WAR II........................................... 1,885
4=WORLD WAR I............................................ 46
5=POST VIETNAM ........................................... 35
6=OTHER SERVICE .......................................... 454
8=BmNK. BmmPLICABLE .................................. 113
9=DO NOT KNOW ............................................ 36
BLANK .................................................... 6,536
-3 b-
----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --------- ------- ------ ---
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES
------------ -------------------------------------------------
2. SAMPLE WEIGHT POSITIONS 282-317
------ ------- ------- -----------









282-287 EXAMINED FINAL WEIGHT
002000-079634 ............................................
288-293 MEDICAL HISTORY INTERVIEW FINAL WEIGHT
001468-071969 ............................................
294-299 GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST FINAL EXAMINED MEIGHT
003502-084477 ............................................
000000 ...................................................
300-305 LEAD FINAL EXAMINED WEIGHT
004398-084115 ............................................
000000 ...................................................
306-311 CARBOXYHEMOGLOB IN FINAL EXAMINED WEIGHT
003785-110759 ............................................
000000 ...................................................



















------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- -------- ------ --- ------ -
TAPE POSITION, ITEM DESCRIPTION, AND CODES CONTROL
COUNTS





326 PSEUDO PRIb14RY SAMPLING UNITS
l=NON-POVERTY ............................................
2=POVERTY ................................................
POS .“327 POVERTY/NONPOVERTY SEGMENTS (SEE DETAILED NOTE)
l=NON-POVERTY ............................................
2=POVERTY ................................................






NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION SUKVEY
(NHANESII - 1976-1980) “
2. BEHAVIOR QUJ3STIONNAIREDATA
TAPE ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES CONI’RJ3L NHANES II DATA SOURCE













DO you ever have trouble finding time




8 Blank but a@icable
Blank
When you are under stress or in a tense
situation, dces your heart beat?
1 Go faster, harder or both
2 Go slcmer or with an irregular “jumping rhythm”
3 Rmain the same
~r,lk Ln,-.x.,
.4 ~ nnx7nr nn+iflcdLlluw , h3c-” LL. I.uti L”ti..






















NATIONALHEALIH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATIONSURVEY
(NHANES II - 1976-1980)
2. BEHAVIORQUESTIONNAIREDATA
*
-.-———.. _____ __________ .— - —-—. -— ——-——---—
TAPE I’1’M11)1HXIPTION AND CODES CONTROL NHIUW!SII DATASOURCE
PosIrrIoNs COUNTS OR NOrES




Ordinarily , how rapidly do you eat?






a litkle faster than average
at about the same speed as most people
more slowely than most people
but applicable
When yell listen to someone talking, and this
person takes too long to come to the point,




8 Blank hut applicable
H1.ank
[low otten do you :lctually “put words in his

























NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION
(MANES II - 1976-1980) ●
2. BEHAVIOR QUESTIONNAIRE DATA
SURVEY
TAPE ITEM l)ESCRIPTIONAND CODES CONI’RIL NHANES II DATA SOURCE




If you tell your spxse or a friend that
you will meet them samewhere at a definite
time, huw often do you arrive late?
1 Frequently
2 Once in awhile
3 Never late
8 Blank but applicable
Blank
sup~ se you are to meet saneone at a
public place and the other person lS
already 10 minutes late. Will you:
1 Sit and wait
2 Walk bane while waiting
3 Usually carry sane reading
writing papsr so you can
done while waiting




When you were younqer, did most pple
consider you to be:
1 Definitely hard–driving and canpetitive
2 Probably hard-driving and canpetitive
3 Probably more relaxed ancleasy going

























—.- .——-——___ -—-—— *—— —————._—-— .-—
TAPE [’L’LJ1DESCRIPI’1ONMD CODES CONTROL NHANESII DATASOURCE
POSITIONS COUNTS OR NOTES




1 l)efinitely hard-driving and competitive
2 Probably hard-driving and competitive
3 Probably more relaxed and easy going
4 Definitely more relaxed and easy going
8 Illank hut applicable
I\l:]l]k
WhcIlyou arc in the ]Ilidst of doing a job
and Solllt!ollc (nclt your boss) Interrupts you,
11OWdo you usual lY feel lnslde?
L I feel o.k. ‘because I work better after
an occasional break
2 I [eel only mildLy annoyed
3 I reaLly [tiel irritated because most
s(lch intorr(lptions are urmecessary
8 Lllank but applicable
Hl:lnk
11 rerxxlted interru~tions lwe made vou
really dngry, 110you:
L Tell the next interrupter in’s firm way
2 Tell the ]Iext interrupter in a quiet way
3, Lock your door
4 Move to a quiet place



















NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION
(NHANESII - 1976-1980)
2. BEHAVIOR QUESTIONNAIRE DATA
SUEWE!!
TAPE ITFU4DESCRIPTION AND CODES CONI’ROL NHANES II DATA SOURCE




When you play games with younq children stout
10 years old (or when you used to do so when
your children were younger), how often did








Most of the time





When playinq on a team or taking part in sane
group activity:
1 I am satisfied with myself only ifmy skill
at that activity is better than nmst of the
others in that group
2 I am satsified with myself if my skill is
atmve average for the group
3 My satisfactiondoes not depend on ha well
I do, since I take part only for enjoyment
8 Blank but applicable
Blank .
lkw do you feel about competition on the job
or In outside activities?
1. PreFer to avoid it
2. Accept it because it is a necessary evil
























NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION SUKVEY
(NHANJ?SII - 1976-1980)
2. BEHAVIOR QUESTIONNAIRE D~TA
TAPE ITEM DESCRIPTION N COD=
KHTIONS
CONI’ROL NHANES II DATA SOURCE
COUNTS OR NCYI’ES
426 Does your job “stir you into action?”
1. Less often than most people’s jobs 1109
2 Abut average 6236
3 More otitenthan nwxt people’s jobs 2342
8 Blank but applicable 607
Blank 156
427 wlwn you h,aveto work against a deadline?
is the qualit_yof your work:
1 Better
2 Worse
3 The same (pressure makes no difference)
8 Blank but applicable
131ank
Are yoLl content tm remain at your present
~olJ level for the next five years?
1 Yes
2 No, I want to advance
3 Definitely no. I strive to advance and
would b dissatisfied if not pranoted
in that length of time .












NATI~ HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY
(MANES II - 1976-1980) *
2. BH3AVTOR QUESTIONNAIRE DATA
TAPE ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES CONTROL NHANES II DATA SOURCE




In the past three years have you ever




3 My type OE job does not provide
vacations
8 Blank but ap@icable
Blank
regular
How many different job titles have you held
in the last 10 vears?




5 Five or more
8 Blank but applicable
Blank























—— —-. . . . . .
*
--. — ________ — -— —-—-—__________ ._._
T~)E L“H3LIDESCRIPTIONAND CODES CONTROL NHMJESII DATA SOURCE
PO S1’1’L’ONS COUNTS OR NOTES




Do you keep house or work around the house




111your jol) or llouscwork how much of the time do
yo(l spend s I tt I Ilg Llowl)’?
U IIardly ever or never
1 Some 01- the time
2 Most of the time
H Blank but applicable
Blank
In your job or housework how much of the time do
you spend walklng or moving about?
0 Hardly ever or never
1 Some of the time
,2 Most of the time




















__—— —--- —— —_________—-_— —————-—
TAPE I’H34DESCRIPTIONAND CODES CONTROL JNIIANESII DATA SOURCE
POSITIONS COUNTS OR NOTES




In your job or houseworkhow much of the time do you
have to use lots of arm, leg, or backmuscles
as In Ilftlng,pulllng,carrying,dlgglng and so on?
(.)Hardlyever or never
1 Someof the time
2 Most of the time
8 Dlankbut applicable
Blank
outsideof Your job or work aroundthe house,
how oftendo you walk as much as smile [5-9
blocks)a.day’m gettingto and fromwork,
stores,and so on?





Outsideof your job or work aroundthe house,
how oitendo you takehikesor walks m good
weather?






















NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY
(~ II - 1976-1980),
2. BEHAVIOR QUESTIONNAIRE DATA
TAPE ITEM DESCRIPTION AND COD=
POSITICXW





Outside of your job or work around the house
hw often do you take part in activities
which require a lot of bcdy movement or enercjyf
llke ball games, cycling, dancinq and so on?
O Hardly ever or never
L %netimes
2 Frequently
8 Blank but applicable
Blank




13 Blank but applicable
Blank


























———— . _- ———
DESCRIPTION AND CODES CONTROL NIIANES11 DATASOIJRCE
COUNTS OR NOTES
.—— . ———.——________________
441-443 On the average, about how many hours per week
do you spend m moderately strenuous or strenuous
actlvlt~es requlrlng at least as much effort as
the followlng examples: cllmblng up or. down stairs,
walklng fastz using a lawnmower, sawing wood, bicycling,
dancing, or PI aymg tennlsa .
r
000-1:20” hours per week













Size of place classification was derived from the 1970 decennial census
of the population. According to the definition used in the 1970 census,
the urban population” comprised all persons living in (a) places of 2,500
inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, boroughs (except Alaska),
villages and towns (except towns in New York, New England States, and
Wisconsin), but excluding those persons living in the rural portions of
extended cities; (b) unincorporated places of.2,500 inhabitants or more;
and (c) other territories included in urbanized areas. The ranaining
population was classified as rural.
Urban areas are further classified by population size for placeswithin




Except in New England, a Standard Metropolitan Statistical
basically a county or a group of contiguous counties which
Area is
contains at
least one city of 50,000 inhabitants or more, or “twin cities” with a
combined population of at least 50,000. In addition to the county or
counties containing such a city or cities, contiguous counties are
included in an SMSA if, according to the 1970 census, they are socially
an~ economically integrated with the central city. Each SMSA must
include at least one central city, and the complete title of an SMSA
identifies the central city or cities. In New England, SMSA’S consist




All related sample persons in the same family unit have the same




TAPE POSITIONS 56, 206, AND 256
Race
The race of the respondent was marked by observation. The interviewers
were instructed to assume that the race of all related persons was the
same as the respondent unless otherwise learned. The race categories
were “White”, “Black” or “Other”. If the appropriate category could not
be marked ’by observation, then race was asked. Interviewers were
instructed to record persons who responded with something other than.
White or Black, such as Japanese, Chinese, American Indian, Korean,
Hindu, Eskimo, etc. as “Other” and to includeMexicans, Puerto Ricans
and other persons of Latin American descent in “White” unless definitely
Black, American Indian, or of other nonwhite race.
-53-
TAPE POSITIONS 57-58 AND 257-258
United States













Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























































































POSITIONS 57-58 AND 257-258 (cont.)
Code
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








Outlvina Areas of the United States























U.S. territory in the Pacific
Territory in Panama leased by U.S.
Under common US-UK administration
U.S. territory in the Pacific
U.S. territory in the Pacific,
includes Sand Island
U.S. territory in the Pacific
Commonwealth associated with the
Us.
U.S. territory in the Carribean
U.S. administered, includes
Caroline, Mariana, and Marshall
Island groups
Includes Navassa Islands, Quito
Sueno Bank, Roncador Cay,
Serrana Bank, Serranilla Bank
Includes Kingman Reef, Howland,
Baker and Jarvis Islands,
Palmyra Atoll
U.S. territory in the Carribean
U.S. territory in the Pacific









TAPE POSITIONS 73-75, 76-78, 273-275 AND 276-278
Industry and Occupation Codes
Occupation may be defined as the principal job or business. For this
survey, the principal job or business of a respondent is defined in one
of the following ways: if the person worked during the two week
interview period or had a job or business, the question concerning
occupation (or work) applies to the job during that period. If the
respondent held more than one job, the question is directed to the one
at-which the most time was spent. It refers to the one considered most
important when equal time is spent at each job. A person who has not
begun work at a new job, is looking for work,or is on layoff from work
is questioned about the last full-time civilian job. A full-time job is
defined as one at which the person spent 35 or more hours per week and
which lasted two consecutive weeks or more. A person who has a.job but
has not yet reported to it or a person who
business is classified as a “new worker”.
The 1970 census of population Alphabetical
Occupations was used in the coding of both
(Library of Congress Number 74-612012, for
has never had a job or
Index of Industries and
the industry and occupation
sale by the Superintendent of





The respondent was handed a card with twelve income ranges listed as
Group A to Group L and asked “Which of these income groups represents
your total combined family income for the past 12 months, that is,
yours, your ...’s, etc? Include income from all sources such as wages,
salaries, social security or retirement benefits, help from relatives,
rent from property and so forth.”
.
If the respondent answered Group A through G, that is with an income
less than $7,000, then questions 21 and 22 detailing exact sources and





was made to reconcile amounts reported in detailed questions
with the categorical response to the family income group
During the survey time period no adjustments to the income




This position contains a recode, which combines data on land use
(position 25), size (position 26), and amount of sales of farm produce
and livestock (positions 27 and 28).
Code 1: Farm: Rural land (coded 2 in position 25) which consisted
of 10 or more acres (coded 1 in position 26) ~“th crop
sales of $50 or more (coded 1 in position 27).
. OR
Rural land (coded 2 in position 25) with crop sales of $250
or more (coded 1 in position 28):
Code 2: Non-farm: All other rural land (coded 2 in position 25) as




The United States was divided into four broad geographic regions of
approximately equal population. Those regions, which deviate somewhat
from the groups used by the Bureau of Census, are as follows:
Region States Included
Northeast Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode.
Island, New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania
South Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, West Virginia, Virginia,
Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,




Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri
Washington, Oregon, California,
Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, Texas,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, North






Incomestatuswas determinedlythe PovertyIncomeRatio (PIR). Poverty
statisticspublishedin the Bureauof the Censusreports
10-14were based on
the povertyindexdevelopedby the SocialSecurityAdministration(SSA)in
1964. (Fora detaileddiscwsionof the SSA povertystandards,see references
15 and 16.) Modificationsin the definitionof povertywere adoptedin
1969?7 The standarddata seriesin povertyfor statisticaluseby all
exe~utivedepartmentsand establishmentshas been established.18
The two componentsof the PIR are the total incomeof the household
(numerator:themedianof the incomegroupfor incomes$7,000and above;the
sum of the componentparts of the incomequestionsfor incomesunder$7,0001
and a multipleof the totalincomenecessaryto maintaina familywith given
9-13 (denominator).Thecharacteristicson a nutritionallyadequatefoodplan
dollarvalueof the denominatorof the PIR is constructedfrom a foodplan
(economyplan)necessaryto maintainminimumrecommendeddailynutritional
requirements.The econcmyplan is designatedbythe U.S. Departmentof
Agriculturefor “emergencyor temporaryuse when fundsare low.”
For familiesof threeor more persons,the povertylevelwas set at three
timesthe cost of the economyfoodplan. For smallerfamiliesand persons
livingalone,the cost of the economyfoodplan was adjustedby the relatirel;:
higherfixedexpensesof thesesmallerhouseholds.
The denominatoror povertyincomecutoffadjuststhe faiinily
maintenancerequirementsby the familysize,the sex of the
age of the family head in families with one or two ,members,
povertyinccme
familyhead, t.3e
and the place ::
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TAPE POSITIONS 210-121 (cent’d.)
residence (farm, nonfarm). Annual revisions of the poverty income cutoffs are
based on the changes in the average cost of living as reflected in the
Consuner Price Index.
As shown in the tables, the annual income considered to be the poverty level
increases as the family size increases. A family with any combination of
characteristics and with the same income as shown in the table has been
designated as having a PIR or poverty level of 1.0. The same family witn
twice the income found in the table would have a PIR of 2.0. Ratios of less
than 1.0 can be described as “belowpoverty” and ratios greater than or equal
.
to 1.0, as “at or above poverty”.
Poverty thresholds are computed on a national basis only. No
made to adjust these thresholds for regional, State, or other




noncash public welfare benefits such as food stamp bonuses are included in the
income of the low income families receiving these benefits. PIR has been
adjusted by year (see tables) and accounts in some part for inflation.
A. Weighted average thresholds--poverty cutoffs in 1976, by size of family and sex of head, by farm-nonfarm residence
- .. ..—_________ . . ___________ — ——-— -—— — ---——--—.-_—
Size of fami”ly unit Nonfarm Farm
—.- —--—-—--.-———
Total Total Male head Female head Total
(dollars)
Male head Female head
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)
-- ——_______ .__-. .,_ —— -——-—-_ —-—___ _____ -- —--_-—
1 person (unrelated individual )... 2 877 2 884 3016 2 788 2 438 2 532 2 348
14 t064ye~rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,..., 2 954 2959 3069 2 840 2 542 2 608 2 413
65 years And over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 72(I 2 730 2 758 2 722 2 322 2 344 2 313
2 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 688 3 711 3 721 3 660 3 128 3 133 3 033
Head 14 t064 years. . . . . . . ,.,,., 3 806 3 826 3 846 3 733 3 267 3 271 3 159
[lead 65 years and over . . . . . . . . . . 3 417 3 445 3 447 3428 2 lJ28 2 928 2 922
3 persons.............,.,.. . . . . . . . 4 515 4 5411 4 565 4414
4 persons . . . . . . . . . .
3 858 3 864 3 734
... ...,. . . . . . . . 5 786 5 815 5 818 5 79(I
5 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 95LI 4 953 ; LM;
.,,,... . . . . 6 838 6 876 6 884 6 799 5 870 5 871
6 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 706 7 760 7 766 7 74)9 6 585 6 584 6 607
7persons or more. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 505 9 588 9622 9 375 8 (172 8 068 8 428
.—— —_-..—---- ____________ —— — -—--_—-—___— ___ ----- _______________
B. Weighted average thresholds--poverty cutoffs in 1977, by size of family akl sex of head, by farm-nonfarm residence
——.-—.—— . . . . . .-.— ------ .-.-———————- ——— — ————— ——-—-—-——-—————— __________
Size of family unit Nonfarm Farm
———--—- ——--— —---- —-- ———-— ——
Total Total Male head Female head Total Male head Female head .
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)
..- —- —- —-- ——— —-——.—--— -.——-—-,-——— ---- — _-- ——-— —-—-—-———-— —
1 person (unrelated individual ).. . 3 067 3075 3 214 2969 2 588 2 672 2 498
14t064 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 147 3 152 3 267 3 U23 2 709 2 776 2 569
b5 years Andover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 HLJ5 2 906 2936 2 898 2 475 2 495 2563
i! persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 lJ28 3 9s1 3 961 3 907 3 318 3 325 3 176
llead14t064 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 054 4 072 4 095 3 g~l 3 466 3 474 3 ’278
Head b5 yetirs and over . . . . . . . . . . 3 637 3 666 3 670 3 646 3 12H 3 131 3 079
3 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 806 4 833 4 860 4 708 4 (j93 4 110 3 893
4 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 157 6 191 6 195 6 162 5 273 5 274 5 213
S persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 279 7 320 7 329 7 238 6 247 6 247 6 237
6 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 208 8 261 8 268 8 197 7 026 7 026 7 040
7persons or more. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 137 10 216 10 249 9 995 8 71)8 H 706 8 738
—————— ———-.---———.-———- -——-——- -—--- —-—— --—-——————-—-—-——-.—
c. Weighted average thresholds--poverty cutoffs in 1978, by size. of family and sex of head, by farm-nonfarm residence
——.—.-— .-. . . _ ———-.. ,-— —.- * -- —-——--—-—————___ .—
Size of fami~y unit Nonfarm Farm
—_ -— —--.—— ----—---——---—-——
Total Total Male head Female head Total Male head Female head
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)
—-—— —-- --- ——._—________ -— —- ——— —-- -- ——-- -------- ___
1 person (unrelated individual). . . 3 31)2 3 311 3 460 3 196 2 795 2 8(J3 2 690
14t064 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,, . 3 386 3 392 3 516 3 253 2 913 2 987 2764
65years and’over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 116 3 127 3 159 3 118 2 661 2 6t15 2 650
2 person s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 225 4 249 4 258 4 206 3 578 3 582 3 497
lle:id14to (J4ycars. .m.,. ,,,,... 4 363 4 383 4 407 4 286 3 731 3 737 3 b14
Ilead 65 ywrs ~Ind over . . . . . . . . . . 3917 3944 3948 3923 3 352 3 354 3 313
3 persons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m...... 5 178 5 201 5 231 5 065 4 413 4 43(I 4 216
4 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 628 6 662 6 665 6632 5 681 5 683 5 b22
5 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 833 7 880 7 888 7 806 6 714 6 714 6 7WJ
6 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 825 8 891 8 895 8 852 7 541 7 543 7 462
7persons or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 926 11 002 11 038 10 765 9 373 9 386 8 813
--—- ________ - -_ —-- - ______ ,________ — —-————-_ -__— _____________ __
l.). Weighted tiverage threshoMs--poverty cutoffs in 1979, by size and type of ‘family and farm-nonfarm residence
.-.————-— ——- .—-—-——-—-— -—— — ——— _—-——————— ______ .—




female hhldr, female hhldr,
no husband All other no husband All other
Total Total presentl families2 Total presentl families2
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars] (dollars)
.- ——— ——. —--— ----- —-—--- —— -—-— —- — —- ———— ——.——--—--——
1 person (unrelated individual) . . . 3 683 3 689 3 556 3 ass 3 138 3001 3 236
15 t064years . . . . . . . ..m. . . . . . . . 3 773 3 778 3 619 3 912 3 254 3 (_)76 3 324
65 years And over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 472 3 479 3 469 3 515 2 963 2 948 2 (J$.j~
2persons . . . . . ..m . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . . 4 702 4 725 4 669 4 737 3987 3 917 3 gg~
Householder 15 to 64 years . . . . . . 4 H58 4 878 4 762 4 905 4 156 4 027 4 163
Householder 65 years and over... 4 364 4 390 4 362 4 394 3 730 3 686 3 732
3 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 7b3 5 784 5 624 5 H20 4 917 4680 4 928
4 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 386 7 412 7 381 7 416 6 329 6 261 6 332
Spersons . . . . . . . . . . . ..i... . . . . . . . . H 736 8 775 8 690 8 785 7 492 7 51J9 7 492
6 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 849 9 914 9 843 9 922 8 424 8 309 8 428
7persons or more. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 212 12 280 12 037 12 322 10 533 1.0 178 10 547
.——— _.. _ _—_—-- .——-— —. ———— —-.——————------—
1 Incluljes female umelated individuals.
2 Includes rn~le unrelated individuals.
m
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E. Weighted aver;qge thresholds--poverty cutoffs in 1980, by size and type of, family, by farm-nonfarm residence
--— —.—. — ..-— . ———--—.-._ __ _. .— — ---——---— -----.—





female hhldr, female hhldr,
no husband All other no husband All other
Total Total presentl families2 Total presentl familiesz
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)
-——--— —___ —__________ --—-—-— ——-.———-—-————.—- _____________________
1 person (unrelated individual) .,. 4 184 4 190 4037 4379 3 539 3 392 3 68(I
15t064ye[]rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 286 4 290 4 109 4 441 3 693 3 492 3 773
65 years And over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 941 3949 3938 3 yJ() 3 359 3 347 3 392
2 persons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 338 5 363 5 316 5 373 4 502 4 3U2 4 513
Itouseholder 15 to 64 years . . . . . . 5 518 5 537 5 415 5 568 4 714 4 497 4 721
Householder 65 years and over... 4954 4983 4 946 4988 4 233 4 185 4 237
3 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 539 6 565 6 386 6 608 5 573 5 271 5 587
4 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 385 8 414 8 382 8 418 7 1.70 7 152 7 17U
Spersons . . . . . .. m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 923 9966 9 878 (J 976 H 472 8 373 8 474
6 persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 215 11 269 11 227 11 274 y 613 (J 168 g Ij25
7persons or more,,. . . . . ,,, ,....., 13 883 13 955 13 767 13 986 1.1 915 12 133 11 889
—— - —---—.-.— -——-— ---- - . . _-— ____ -_ — —-——-— ———-—-_— _______ - _ --- __ . __ ._
1 IncJu~es IIIII;IICunrelated indiVidtlillS.




A multistageestimationprocedurewas used to calculatethe various
NHKNESII subsamplesampleweightsthat arenecessaryto use in any
analysisof the data. The procedurehas threebasic components:
1) inflationby reciprocalsof the probabilitiesof selection,
2) adjustmentfor nonresponse,and 3) poststratificationratio
adjustmentby age-sex-race.A briefdescriptionof each componentis as
follows:
. Inflationbyreciprocalsof the samplingprobabilities.Sincethe
surveyutilizeda three-stagesampledesign,therewere three
probabilitiesof selection:1) the probabilityof selectingthe
PSU, 2) the probabilityof selectinga segmentand housingunit,
and 3) the probabilityof selectinga sampleperson.
Adjustmentfor nonresponse.Estimatesfrom the NHANESII datawere
adjustedto accountfor samplepersonswho were not examined. The
estimateswere inflatedby a multiplicationfactorcalculated
withinfive selectedincomegroups,threeage groups,fourregions,
and standardmetropolitanstatistical area (SMSA) or non-SMSA. The
numeratorof thesefactorswas the sum of the weightsfor sample
pe:so~s resulting from the reciprocal of the probability of
selection,and the denomimtorwas the sum of the weightsfor
examinedpersonsalso resultingfrom the reciprocalsof the
samplingprobabilities.
Poststratificationby age-sex-race.The estimateswere ratio
adjustedwithineach of 76 age-sex-racecellsto an independent
estimate,providedby the U.S. Bureauof the Census,of the
populationof eachcell as of March 1, 1978, (approximate mid-point
of the survey). The ratioadjustmentwas a multiplicationfactor
of whichthe numeratorwas theU.S.populationand the denominator
was the sum of the weights adjusted for nonresponse for examined
persons. This ratio estimation process makes the sample more
closely representative of the civili=l, noninstitutionalized
population of the U.S.
Potential bias of nonresponse. Usually a sizeable number of sample
persons who initially are willing to complete the household
information and some of the medical history questionnaire
subsequently will not participate in the examimtion. This creates
. the potential for bias if these persons differ from other sample
persons with respect to the variables being studied. Intense
efforts were undertaken during NHANES11 to develop and implement
standard procedures and inducements that would reduce the number of
nonrespondents and thereby reduce the potential for bias.
The user needs to be aware of and should explore the potential bias
for nonresponse in any analysis of the WS II data.
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TAPE POSITIOM 412-430, 451-445
Behavior Questions
The nineteen items found in tape positions 412-450 are taken verbatim
from the 1965 edition of the Jei<ins Activity Surrey (J.tS). It has been
recommended that the second and nineteenth items (positions 413 and 430)
not be scored. Amore recent set of items for the J.AS now exists and
should be explored by any users of this data,
Five of the items explicitly deal with perceptions of one’s job. In
NHANESII, all sample persons ages 25-74 years were asked the entire set
of-behavior questionnaire items regardless of their age, sex, job
status, etc. It was observed in the editing of the data that a number
of people had trouble trying to answer some of the questions. No
attempt was made to interpret and adjust or recode extraneous answers to
these questions. All such uncertain responses were coded as ‘8’ (Blank
but applicable). This explains why some items have a large number of
‘8’s coded as the response. Therefore, when analyzing these data for
persons who do not work outside the home, one should exercise caution
when interpreting scores (answers) to these questions. This may also
apply to unemployed persons or persons who stated that they were not
looking for a job. The JAS items may also be problematic for persons in
the older age range (65-74 years) which includes retired persons.
It is also important to remember that this questionnaire was usually
self-administered. For those persons whose most frequently used’
language was not English, the questiomaire may not be appropriate.
These and other issues need to be examined as part of any analysis of
these data.
The activity questions (tape positions 431-443) should also be examineti
and interpreted with si,milar thought and care knowing the procedure













demographicvariablessuchas age, sex, race,education,
occupation,and veteranstatus.Also obtainedwere informationon
selectedhousingcharacteristics,familyincome,and an indication
of the family’sparticipationin food stampprograms.
2. Medicalhistoryquestionnaires:




disability,diarrhea,pica, vision,and a varietyof chronic
conditions. In addition,data were collectedon allergies,
kidneyand bladderdisease,anemia,speechand hearing,lung
and chestconditionsand participationin foodprograms.
b. For each sampleperson12-74yearsof age
The questionnaireincludeditemson medication,hospital
care,tuberculosis,a varietyof acuteand c-hronicdiseases,
tobaccousage,physicalactivity,h’eight,height,vision
disability,eatingand gastrointestinalproblems,and





back and neck problems).
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B. QUESTIOhMIRES.AJ3MINIsT~ IN THE i13BILEIZWMIIWTIONcm-m+
1. DietaryQuestionnaires
a. For each examinedperson,a 24-HourRecallwas administered
by traineddietaryinterviewers.Specificand quantitative
detailof everyfoodor drinkconsunedduringtheprevious
day was recordedand calculated,thusprovidingestimatesof
calories,protein,carbohydrates,fat, unsaturatedfats,
cholesterol,and specificvitaminsand mineralsconsuned.
b. For each examinedperson,a Food Frequencyquestionnairewas
administeredto ascertainusualpatternsof food consumption.
. Dailyand/orweeklyconsumptionof foodswithin26 subgroups
were recorded. In addition,datawere collectedon usual
vitamin-mineralsupplementusage.
c. For eachperson12-74yearsof age, a DietarySupplementform
was self-administeredand reviewed. This formprovided
informationon specialdiets,recentmedicationsand barriers
to purchasinggroceriesor eatingfoods;it doesnot provide
informationon vitamin/mineralor othersupplementsto the
diet.
2. HealthHistorySupplement,for persons12 through74”yearsof age,
includedquestionson cardiovascularand respiratoryconditiom,
kidneyand bladderdisease,and arthritisin additionto those
askedin the householdMedicalHistory. ~~o includedwere
questionson pesticideexposure,smokingfor persons12 through17
yearsof age, and a menstrualand pregnancyhistoryfor females.
3. Medications/VitaminUsageform collectedinformationon thepast
week’susageof anymedicines,vitaminsor mineralsfor all
examinedpersons.








A physicianperformedand recordedthe resultsof a medicalexamination
givingspecialattentionto specifiedfindingsrelatedto nutrition,to
hearing,to the thyroidgland,and to the cardiovascular,respiratory,
neurologicalandmusculoskeletalsystems.
SPECIALCLINICALPRCYXDURESANDTESTS
A speciallytrainedhealthtechniciancarriedout the followingon






Spirometrytrialsof exami~edpersons6 through24 years of age
J
were digitizedand recordedon magnetictape. Variouspulmonary
functionindicatorssuch as FVC (forcedvital capacity),FEVl
(forcedexpiatory volumein one second],and peak flow ratewere
subsequentlyderivedfromthesedata.
Electrocardiogramsweremade on examinedpersons25 through74
years of age. Electrocardiographicsignalswere digitizedand
recordedon magnetictape,providingnormativedata on amplitude,
duration,intervaland axismeasurementsand permitting
interpretationsof heartdiseaseaccordingto the Minnesota
classificationcode.
BodyMeasurementsweremade on all examineesand includedstanding
heightor recumbentlength,dependingon age;body weight;triceps
and s-ubscapularskinfolds;and severalotheranthropometric
measurements.
Pure tone audiometrytestswere carriedout on examinedpersons
betweenthe ages of 4 and lY years,permittingdeterminationof
thresholdlevelsof hearingfor frequenciesof 500, 1000,2uu0,
and 4000Hertz for rightand left ears.
Speechrecording,involvinguse of tape recordingof the subject’s
repetitionof speciallydevelopedsentences,was carrieriout cn
examinedpersonsbetweenthe ages of 4 and 6 years,permitting
interpretationsas an indicationof problemswith articulationani
languagedevelopment.
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6. Allergytests,involvingskin tests (pricktest)with eightcommon
allergens(housedust,alternaria,cat fur, dog fur, ragweed,oak,
rye grass,and Bermudagrass). ‘Iletestsweremade on examined
personsbetweenthe agesof 6 and 74 years,to obtaindegreesof
skin reaction.
E. X-RAYS
For examinedpersons25 through74 yearsof age,two x-raysweremade.
No x-rayswere takenof pregnantwomen and no lumbarx-rayswere taken
on womenunder50 years of age.
. 1. X-raysof the cervicaland lumbarspinewere takento provide
evidenceof osteoarttiitisand degenerativedisc disease,and an
2. X-rayof the chestwas takentobe used in the diagnosisof









were performedon casualsamplesof urine:
testsfor qualitativeprotein,glucose,ketones,
bilirubin,blood,urobilinogen,pH, and bacteriuria(nitritetest)
were done for examinedpersons6 through74 yearsof age.
Urinarysediments,includingred cells,white cells, and casts,
weremeasuredfor a subsampleof examinedadults20 through74
years of age.
Gonorrheaculturesof urinarysedimentswere performedfor male
and femaleexaminedpersons12 through40 yearsof age. However,
of thosefemaleswho receivedthe GlucoseToleranceTest (GTI’),
only those20 through24 yearshad the gonorrheatestperformed.
Analysesfor pesticideresidueandmetabolitelevelswere carried
out on a subsampleof examinedpersons12 through74 yearsof age,





Samplesof bloodprovidea broadrangeof informationrelatedto health
and nutrition. The particulartestsperformedvariedwith the specific









This test involvedcollectionof bloodspecimenswhile in a
fastingstateas well as at one and two hours afterglucose
challenge. The testwas perfomuedon a subsanrpleof examined
adults20 through74 yearsof age to provideestimatesof the
prevalenceof diabetes.
Testsrelatedto liverfunction
a. Apost-prandialliverbile acid test was performedto measure
the abilityof the liverto removebile acidsfrom the blood.
This involvedconsumptionof a food preparation,which
induceseventualadditionof bile acidsto the bloodvia









folates,serumfolates,serumferritin,B12, and the determimtion
of abnormal hemoglobin.
Other nutritional biochemistries
These testsincludedalbunin,VitaminA, and VitaminC.
Serumlipids
Becauseof theirimportantrelevanceto cardiovasculardisease,
determinationswere made of cholesterol,triglycerides,and high
densitylipoprotein[HDL).
-74-
6. Biochemistries for body burden from environmerital e.mosures
Determinations were made of body burden levels of lead and
pesticide residues .mirnetabolites. Tests were also performed for
carboxyhemoglobin which reflects environmental exposure to car-eon
monoxide and the individual’s smoking habits.
7. Hematology
The hematology included determinations of hemoglobin, hematocrit,
red blood cell count, white blood cell count and differential
leukocyte analysis, and red blood cell mrpholo=gy and hemoglobin
phenotyping.
. 8. Kidney function
The oriLy quantitative test for kidney functimperformed on blood
samples was the serum creatinine test.
9. Syphilis
The serology determimtions for syphilis included qualitative and












the Analysisof Data from ComplexSurveys,
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